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Managing Narcosis
Under the influence: A performance guide to managing narcosis
—from aquaCORPS # 3,
DEEP, JAN91

Text by Barry Fowler, Ph.D.
Illustrations by Andrew Bell
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Breathing hyperbaric
air causes a syndrome
of behavioral and subjective effects called
nitrogen narcosis,
which limits the work
efficiency of divers and
is ultimately life-threatening.
Table 1(right) presents the
classic view of the progressive effects of nitrogen narcosis based on descriptions
in a number of current textbooks (Bennett, 1981; Miller,
1979; Edmonds et al., 1983).
This view emphasizes the growing helplessness of the diver to combat narcosis
until eventually stupification sets in at 295
fsw.
The image of helplessness is reinforced
by Cousteau’s well-known description of
narcosis as “raptures of the deep” and
his accompanying warnings about a

loss of self control, which is
exemplified by the urge a
diver might have to give his
mouthpiece to a passing
fish.
Given the assumption of
helplessness, it is not surprising that the usual advice
to divers is to avoid narcosis by not descending too
deep, or to ascend
immediately when
symptoms are
encountered. This
is excellent advice:
narcosis should be
avoided if possible. On the other
hand, this advice
is not helpful to
those divers who
must work while
narcotic.
The purpose
of this paper is
twofold. First, to
highlight recent
advances in
behavioral
research on narcosis, which suggest that it might
be possible to develop training procedures to improve the
work effectiveness and safety of
divers exposed to narcosis. The
second purpose is to propose
some principles that could serve
as a guide for he development

of these procedures. For more detail on
the experiments mentioned in this paper,
the reader is referred to a recent review
covering the last 15 years of behavioral
research on narcosis (Fowler, et al., 1985).

Narcosis as a slowing
of responding

Recently, a theory called, the slowed
processing model, has been proposed,

TABLE 1: A summary of the
classic view of the progressive
effects of nitrogen narcosis.
4ATA (98 fsw)
Mild euphoria, delayed
responses
6ATA (164 fsw)
Sleepiness, hallucinations,
impaired judgement; laughter
and loquacity may be overcome by self control.

squishy...
i feel squishy
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which suggests
that, prior to
unconsciousness, the primary
effect of narcosis
on performance
arises from a
single fundamental deficit
in the central

8ATA (230 fsw)
Convivial group atmosphere,
severe impairment of intellectual performance, uncontrolled
laughter or terror reaction in
some.
10ATA (299 fsw)
Stupifecation, mental abnormalities, euphoria, almost total
loss of intellectual faculties.

Adaptation to narcosis: Number of Exposures to Narcosis, Figure 1. True adaptation to narcosis is
illustrated in the top figure and non-specific learning in the bottom one. It is assumed that learning is
occurring on the task but adaptation could occur without learning
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nervous system. This deficit is thought
to be a decrease in arousal which slows
responding but does not cause perceptual distortions of either vision or audition.
The claim that narcosis does not
cause perceptual distortions is counterintuitive, because narcosis typically
decreases the accuracy of responding
as well as increasing response time on a
variety of cognitive, perceptual-motor
and manual dexterity tasks.
To explain how the slowed processing model accounts for these decreases
in accuracy, it is useful to consider an
example of the research that is being
conducted on narcosis with the hyperbaric facilities at the Defense and Civil
Institute of Environmental Medicine in
Toronto, Canada. One of the tasks used
to study narcosis is called the Serial
Choice Reaction Timer. It consists of a
set of push buttons arranged so that a
finger can rest comfortably on each
one.
Adjacent to each button is a lightemitting diode. The task is to extinguish
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other words, the loss in accuracy
can be controlled at the expense
of speed.
Generally speaking, it appears
that this is true for many tasks
where a loss of accuracy is not
necessarily part of the performance breakdown due to narcosis.
To summarize, the slowed processing model holds that decreased
accuracy on many tasks is due to
untrained individuals working too
quickly and being willing to take
more risks than usual.
Two training principles are suggested by this research. First, disorganized behavior is not necessarily part of narcosis and can be
overcome by training. Second,
errors can be avoided by slowing
down. Conversely, when time is at
a premium and the diver is hurrying, an increase in errors
will be unavoidable. The
Fowler On Narcosis
potential costs of these
• Disorganized behavior is not a neceserrors in terms of work
sary part of narcosis and can be overefficiency and safety
come by training. Errors can be avoided
must be weighed against
by slowing down.
the possible gains.
• Divers should rely on memory as little as
For example, it might
possible. When memory must be relied
be acceptable to hurry
on, the material should be highly overand make an assembling
learned and memory cues used to minia piece of apparatus. It
mize forgetting.
would not be accept• Divers must become familiar and comable to hurry and make
fortable with the sensations of narcosis,
an incorrect decision
and learn to allocate attention between
resulting in loss of orientathe task and the symptoms in a mantion with respect to an
ner appropriate to the situation. Divers
anchor or guideline.
can learn to use the intensity and type
of symptoms to estimate performance
capability.
• Divers should practice as much as possible prior to the dive on the tasks to be
performed underwater. ■
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Effects of narcosis
on memory

Tasks involving long-term
memory and learning are
one area where slowed
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a lighted diode as quickly as
possible by pressing the appropriate button. This lights another
diode randomly which must then
be extinguished and so on for a
specified period of time—usually
90 seconds. A computer controls
this sequence of events and also
records reaction time and the
number of times an unlit button is
pressed—this is defined as an error
and reflects the level of accuracy.
Subjects performing this task
in a hyperbaric chamber at the
equivalent of 295 fsw show an
increase in reaction time and
in the number of errors committed, but they are not stupefied as
the classic view would suggest.
Moreover, it turns out that these
errors can be eliminated by training the subjects to slow down. In
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…i thought i could handle it.
processing model is unsuccessful
in explaining decreases in accuracy by a failure to slow down.
Narcosis causes forgetting, which
can be so severe that it was evident to early observers.
Even before World War II, it
was noticed that, after surfacing, divers were unable to recall
all the events that had taken
place under water. More recently, research has demonstrated
another effect. During a dive,
Material learned beforehand may
not be recalled.
Quite clearly, these forms of
amnesia raise a number of potential problems. During the dive,
there is the possibility of forgetting
previously learned instructions and
the learning of new material will
be impaired. This latter effect will
contribute to difficulty in solving
new problems. After surfacing,
events during the dive may not
be recalled.
Two training principles could
be employed to counter these
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amnesic effects. First, the diver
should rely on memory as little as
possible. Second, when memory
must be relied on, the material
should be highly overlearned and
memory cues used to minimize
forgetting.
Examples of procedures relating to the first principle include
preparing and using a check-off
list, which details every stage of
the dive and recording all interesting observations during the dive.
With respect to the second principle, divers must overlearn any
emergency procedure, which is to
be executed quickly in a precise
sequence. In addition, an obtrusive alarm system should serve as
a cue for critical items, such as
bottom departure time.

Subjective symptoms
of narcosis
—and their relationship to per-

formance
The term “raptures of the deep”
was coined to highlight a striking
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Narcosis

characteristic of narcosis—the
subjective sensations of euphoria
which may induce rash behavior.
However, the point was made
earlier that divers can be trained
to act rationally under narcosis.
One may feel euphoric without
necessarily acting these feelings.
The emphasis on euphoria has
obscured the fact that there
are other subjective sensations
induced by narcosis. These have

been documented by asking
experienced divers to identify
adjectives describing their feelings. In all, four clusters of adjectives have been identified. These
relate to euphoria (e.g. more
carefree and cheerful), consciousness (e.g. more fuzzy and
hazy), work capability (e.g. less
effective and efficient) and inhibitory state (e.g. less cautious and
self-controlled).

this is the last time I do this for you…
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For training purposes, it is important to note that, apart from
inducing rash behavior, subjective symptoms have the potential
to influence performance in two
ways. First, performance may be
disrupted because the diver pays
attention to the internal sensations of narcosis at the expense
of maintaining concentrations on
the environment and the task.
This is because a fairly strong
relationship has been demonstrated between subjective ratings of
the severity of narcosis and the
degree of performance impairment. It should be noted that
this study was performed under
ideal conditions in a dry hyperbaric chamber and possibly these
results could not be replicated
under water. This is because a
variety of other factors, e.g. cold,
anxiety and fatigue, could all
produce sensations which might
mask narcosis.
The potential influence of the
subjective symptoms of narcosis on performance suggests
three training principles. First, the
diver must become familiar and
comfortable with the sensations
of narcosis. Second, the diver
must learn to allocate attention
between the task and the symptoms of a manner appropriate to
the situation.
The object here is to prevent a
performance deficit due to inattention, but at the same time, not
to ignore the symptoms entirely.
The reason for not ignoring symptoms becomes apparent in the
third principle. This states that a
diver should be taught to use the
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intensity and type of symptoms to
estimate performance capability.
For example, in the event of inadvertently exceeding the depth
limit during an excursion dive, subjective symptoms could be the
first warning if the development of
a life-threatening situation.

Adaptation to narcosis

It is generally agreed by divers
that frequent exposure to narcosis leads to adaptation. The
problem is that research on this
question has not clarified what
kind of adaptation is taking place
(Fowler, et al., 1985).
There is some evidence of
adaptation that is specific to
narcosis. This means that, over
successive exposures, performance under narcosis improves
at a greater rate than a surface
control—this is true adaptation.
On the other hand, this kind of
adaptation has not been found
in some experiments where the
improvement in performance
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is identical for narcosis and the
It is clear that a good deal
surface control. This
is
a
case
of
more
research is required before
www.deadzebra.com
non-specific learning, but it is
the issues raised here about
important to note that there is still
adaptation are resolved. In the
an improvement in performance
absence of clear-cut research
under narcosis. Figure 1 illustrates
results, it is difficult to offer spethese two cases.
cific training principles which take
Three conclusions are sugadvantage of adaptation or nongested by these results. First, true
specific learning.
adaptation to narcosis may occur
Until these results become availbut only under certain circumable, a generally useful training
stances which are not presently
principle is to provide the diver
understood. Second, it is poswith as much practice as possible that divers may sometimes
sible prior to the dive on the tasks
mistake non-specific learning
to be performed under water.
for true adaptation. Third, it is
If these tasks can be practiced
not clear what the relationship
under narcosis prior to the dive, so
is between the adaptation of
much the better. There are some
subjective symptoms and the
techniques that might be useful
adaptation of objective performfor this purpose, but it is beyond
ance. It is possible that divers may the scope of this paper to discuss
be basing their opinions about
them.
adaptation largely on subjective
symptoms. To date, researchers
Some final caveats
have ignored this possibility and
The eight training principles that
focused on measuring the adaphave been proposed are aimed
tation of objective performance.
at controlling and possibly ameliorating the effects of narcosis
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when it cannot be
avoided. Underlying
these principles is a view
of narcosis, expressed
in terms of the slowed
processing model, which
differs from that presented in current textbooks.
However, it must be
emphasized that these
principles are only tentative and must be tested
by controlled research.
There is definitely no
suggestion that current
maximum depth guidelines for sports divers
should be violated.
Finally, for the purposes of this paper, the
whole question of predicting performance in
the underwater environment has been over-simplified. There are a variety of other
stressors, which coexist with narcosis
and which, in combination with it,
have the potential to place severe
limits on performance.
These include hypercapnia, cold,
anxiety, perceptual disorders and
weightlessness (Fowler, et al. 1983;
Godden and Baddeley, 1979). This
has been demonstrated clearly
in the case of anxiety (Baddeley
and Fleming, 1967), but information
about other combinations is virtually
non-existant. If deep diving on air is
to be carried out with a maximum
of safety and efficiency, training
procedures must not only be guided
by the effects of narcosis on performance, but also by the effects of
any additional stressor that may be
present in combination with narcosis.
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Barry Fowler, Ph.D., is one of the
leading researchers in the field
of inert gas narcosis. He can be
reached at York University, 4700
Keele Street, New York, Ontario, M3J
1P3, Canada. ■
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The Insidious Threat of Hypoxic Blackout in Rebreather Diving
Why rebreather divers, even more so than open circuit divers,
need to be in control and focused when they ascend.
Text by Simon Pridmore

Rebreathers allow divers
and convert it into carbon dioxide
most electronic CCRs, the oxygen
tions, we all begin our diving lives
and the longer they are down the
level in the diver’s breathing supon open circuit scuba and acquire
to enter a realm of
more oxygen is metabolized.
ply is maintained at a preset level.
open circuit habits. It is common
undreamed-of opportuAs the diver ascends, the ambient
in standard no decompression
nity. However, while they
Maintaining conciousness
pressure drops as does the partial
sport diving for divers to relax their
pressure of oxygen in the diver’s
vigilance once they begin their
provide a solution to many Human beings can function normally
at
oxygen
partial
pressures
breathing
loop.
ascent. The dive is over and their
of the drawbacks of open
of between 0.16 and 0.5. At parattention starts to wander. It is also
circuit scuba diving, such
tial pressures greater than 0.5 we
Lag effect
natural for a diver who encounters
as limited gas supply, noise are at risk from oxygen toxicity: at
When the rebreather’s electronics
a problem or feels uncomfortable
partial
pressures
below
0.16
the
detect
that
this
is
happening
they
to quickly seek sanctuary in the
and short no–decompresshallows. After all, this
sion limits, rebreathers also oxygen level is insufficient for us to direct a solenoid to
maintain consciousness.
allow a fresh injecmakes good sense
One of these
expose divers to a number
At the surface, the oxygen partion of oxygen into
in open circuit terms
concerns is a widely because the shallower
of new concerns, which is
tial pressure in the air the free diver the loop to maintain
breathes is 0.21. When he arrives at the partial pressure
you are, the less air you
why proper training and
misunderstood
10m (33ft), generally speaking, the
at the desired level.
use and the more time
lots of practice in emergen- percentage of oxygen in the air in If the diver’s ascent
phenomenon most you have to solve any
cy procedures are essenhis lungs is still 21 percent, but as he is too rapid, howfrequently referred problem.
is now at an ambient pressure of
ever, the electrontial.
to as shallow water Resist the
two atmospheres and as the presics may not have
sure of the air in his lungs has now
time to pick up and
or hypoxic blackout, tendency
Not only free divers
doubled, the partial pressure of the compensate for the
Due to the dangers
One of these concerns is a widely
oxygen in his lungs is 0.42.
misunderstood phenomenon most
frequently referred to as shallow
Dropping pO2
water or hypoxic blackout, someThis partial pressure then starts to
thing that hitherto
drop and continues to fall
It
may
well
be
has typically been
as the oxygen is metaboa problem encounthis phenomenon lized. If the diver stays at
tered mainly by free
depth until the partial preslies
behind
divers.
sure drops to 0.28, he is
A technique many
fine, but this equates to a
a number of
free divers pracpartial pressure of only 0.14
unexplained
tice to extend their
at the surface. So, as he
time underwater is
ascends and his oxygen
rebreather
hyperventilation.
partial pressure drops with
fatalities in
They breathe in and
the reduction in ambient
out aggressively to
pressure, somewhere at a
recent years.
reduce their carbon
point close to the surface
dioxide levels as much as posit will fall below 0.16, the diver will
sible. This causes the breathing
black out abruptly and, if he is not
reflex and onset of anxiety to be
positively buoyant, will sink back
delayed while they are underwadown to the depths.
ter. Then they dive. As they swim
Rebreather divers can encounter
their bodies metabolize the oxygen similar issues as they ascend. On
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something that

oxygen shortfall.
of hypoxic blackout
Furthermore, if the
hitherto has typically rebreather divers have
oxygen cylinder is
to be trained to resist
been a problem
empty or if corrosuch tendencies, and
encountered mainly it can require intensive
sion or other debris
is blocking the injecpractice for them to
by free divers.
tor then no oxygen
achieve the instinctive
can be added, no
level of concentration
matter how controlled the ascent.
and discipline required. The ability
If the diver does not monitor his
to conduct a controlled and conoxygen partial pressure and act to
sidered ascent is a widely undermanually sustain a breathable oxy- estimated tool in any diver’s skill
gen level by, for instance manually set. For a rebreather diver, it is an
injecting fresh diluent gas into his
essential survival technique. ■
breathing loop, he will black out
before he reaches the surface.
Simon Pridmore is the author of
Scuba Confidential: An Insider’s
There are no warning signs Guide to Becoming a Better Diver,
or symptoms
which will be available from Best
It may well be that this phenomPublishing Company in late 2011.
enon lies behind a number of
See www.scubaconfidential.com
unexplained rebreather fatalities in for an advance preview.
recent years. With very few excep-
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